
Web Developer

Work History

Contact

WWW
https://kylea.tech

Twitter
kyle_codes

Skills

Kyle Anderson

Self-motivated Web Developer with an eye for good design. Relentless
problem solver who delights in the details. Bringing a knowledge of
JavaScript and related technologies that is rooted in the foundations
and informed by modern innovations.

Web Developer
Freelance Consultant

Build websites with HTML, CSS, and JavaScript that
are performant, Mobile Friendly, and optimized for
search engines.
Create responsive designs that are tailored for each
client's desired aesthetic.
Utilize modern tools and platforms such as Shopify
and Webflow to provide solutions for clients' unique
needs.

View my most recent project at insightfultherapytn.com

2019-08 -
Current

Software Implementation Specialist
TCS Technologies, Cookeville, TN
As a Database and Systems Specialist, I help the
implementation team keep up with the growing
demand for our software by doing the following:

Increase the efficiency of the implementation
process through automation and workflow
improvements.
Use MS SQL on a daily basis to manage and
configure customer databases.
Write SSRS reports that help businesses track their
unique performance metrics and visualize their
overall effectiveness.
Utilize tools such as Azure and Powershell to ensure
the software setup process and environment is
reliable, consistent, and efficient.
Provide documentation of internal processes that
improve the capacity and effectiveness of our
team.

2018-01 -
Current

Wireless Sales Representative
Russell Cellular, Cookeville, TN

2017-05 -
2017-12

Pastor of Music & Discipleship
Washington Ave Baptist Church, Cookeville, TN

2014-08 -
2017-04

Address
1880 Charles Hennessee Rd
Sparta, TN, 38583

Phone
931-808-9918

E-mail
kmanderson12@gmail.com

HTML5 (4+ yrs)

CSS3 (4+ yrs)

JavaScript (ES6) (3+ yrs)

React.js (1+ yrs)

Next.js (1+ yrs)

Styled-Components (1+ yrs)

GraphQL (1+ yrs)

REST API (2+ yrs)

SQL (2+ yrs)

Git & GitHub (4+ yrs)

Responsive Web
Development (4+ yrs)

Communication Skills

Team Player



Education

Projects

Personal Development

Bachelor of Arts: Biblical Studies
Boyce College - Louisville, KY

2011-08 -
2014-05

Due On Repeat | Link: https://dueonrepeat.now.sh
An app that tracks recurring income and expenses.
This is one of my current side projects, but it has
been a great opportunity to demonstrate my
understanding of advanced React concepts and
Next.js. Currently, it uses React Context and Hooks to
set up a Redux-like global store to help manage the
app's state. Pretty soon, I'll be implementing a
Hasura backend and Apollo for client-side GraphQL
data fetching. Check out the GitHub repo for more
info.
Built With: Next.js (React), styled-components, React
Hooks and Context

Sick Fits | Link: https://sickfits-kma-prd.herokuapp.com
An example ecommerce website. Includes a
shopping cart and product management system
built from scratch. Also supports credit card
processing using the Stripe API. This was built during
a guided tutorial by Wes Bos.
Built With: Next.js (React), styled-components,
Node.js, Prisma, GraphQL, Stripe API

jsCalc() | Link: https://ka-js-calc.netlify.com
A vanilla JavaScript calculator I built for a
freeCodeCamp project back in 2017. This was a fun
opportunity to put into practice some of the
foundations I learned.
Built With: HTML, CSS, JavaScript

Other Projects
GitHub: github.com/kmanderson12
Codepen: codepen.io/kmanderson12

Attendance at monthly freeCodeCamp Cookeville
meetups.
Helping a younger developer learn the basics of
JavaScript and front-end development.
Practicing the habit of lifelong learning through
building hobby projects, listening to podcasts, and
reading API documentation.


